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With ZAP 7.5, data-derived business insight comes out of the realm of technical  

consultants and into the hands of staff and users across an organization.

ZAP 7.5 increases end-user adoption of—and empowerment through—data  

management and business intelligence/analytics, reducing time to value (TTV)   

and decreasing the technical burden on IT departments.  

With best practice educational content now provided alongside best of breed  

tools, the features and facets detailed here cover both the data management  

and the business intelligence and analytics components of ZAP.

THE BUSINESS BRIEF
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NEW FEATURES AND FACETS

Data management improvements

Global date range filtering is now in place, which improves productivity and the 

development experience, especially when working on a subset of data in a test 

environment. Such filtering also provides the ability to specify a date range from the 

date pipeline, and automatically filter all related pipelines. With additional, proactive 

alerting functionality, modeling productivity has been increased, both in terms of 

speed and usability. Real-time warnings and error reporting have been enhanced, 

and database collation conflicts are now prevented thanks to new, automatic control 

over warehouse collation.

ZAP 7.5 has a thoroughly re-engineered data source infrastructure, which  

now provides asynchronous and faster data source releases. Thanks to some  

behind-the-scenes architecture re-engineering, data sources can and will be more 

frequently incorporated or updated. Connectivity options are also significantly 

increased with the addition of a variety of new data sources most notably Google 

Analytics, Dynamics GP, Marketo, XML and Json.

Through a lightweight desktop app, ZAP’s Data Gateway enables data collection 

from any source anywhere, across networks, firewalls and realms. And in 7.5, ZAP 

adds Data Gateway support for all Microsoft Dynamics data sources: Dynamics 365, 

Dynamics AX, Dynamics NAV, Dynamics CRM and Dynamics GP.

Overall performance and stability have been enhanced for large data models— 

improved compression technologies increasing data migration speeds— 

and connectivity resilience has been bolstered, providing automatic retries in  

case of network issues during data migration over the internet. 

Data control and data access are increased across the business, thus reducing  

administration overheads, thanks to the creation and management of Data  

Gateways in ZAP becoming open to Model Designer users as well as administrators.

Modeling

Hybrid BI

Data  
sources
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Default visual enhancements and automatic number formatting in charts are  

included in ZAP 7.5, both of which reduce configuration time and increase  

productivity. Training time is also reduced as a result. Within analytics, additional 

control is provided with a new Chart Axis ribbon. Both chart axes and analysis  

columns now have enhanced control over number display units, which is useful 

when both a chart and an analysis are displayed together.

Data exploration and productivity in general are further enhanced with  

improvements to chart data selection, tooltips and controls over collapsing  

and expanding report subtotals in the Consumer View which become especially 

useful when using ZAP on mobile or in embedded mode.

NEW FEATURES AND FACETS

Business intelligence and  
analytics improvements

Analytics
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ANALYST OVERVIEW 

“The benefits of data warehousing and BI are well-established across all  

industries and company sizes,” analyst firm IDC reports1. “Successful  

implementations allow organizations to leverage an integrated and curated  

view of business data, providing a trusted and secure place for organizations  

to generate business insights used for confident decision making.”

“In fact, IDC research shows that organizations successfully analyzing all  

relevant data are reaping significant business gains, including being able to  

pinpoint areas in the business for cost reduction, enhancing relationships 

through a deeper and richer understanding of the customer, and improving  

productivity through better performance management.”

“In IDC’s view, midsize firms are typically characterized by their unique business 

challenges and processes as well as their limited IT infrastructure, restricted 

IT budgets, and scarce in-house BI skills—all of which impact the downstream 

requirements of a data warehousing and BI solution,” says Helena Schwenk, 

research manager, IDC Big Data and Analytics. “ZAP’s offering helps midsize 

firms circumnavigate some of these issues by fast-tracking the more complex 

elements and tasks associated with deployments, specifically in terms of data 

transformation and warehouse build.”

1  IDC Market Note: ‘ZAP: Improving Time to Insight for Midsize Firms’, September 2017 (Doc #EMEA43048517)
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CUSTOMER OVERVIEW

Costa Coffee uses ZAP as its end-to-end Data Management and Business  

Intelligence solution, integrated with its Microsoft Dynamics NAV and CRM 

systems. “Implementing ZAP was a no-brainer,” reports CJ Bobrowski, Costa’s 

Director of IT. “It did everything we wanted and more, for a lot less money  

(than competitors). And because we can manage it in-house, support costs  

are minimal.”

Placing data insight in the hands of users across an organisation was also  

a key objective for Physician Partners of America (PPoA), a healthcare  

management organization with more than 300 employees.  

With several disparate sources of data including Suite RX pharmacy software, 

Avalon lab software and Greenway Electronic Medical Record (EMR) software—

as well as Microsoft Dynamics AX and CRM—PPoA initially had their work cut 

out in terms of managing and analyzing vast amounts of disparate data.

“I was able to build a BI practice utilizing ZAP,” explains Roger R. Safont,  

PPoA’s Chief Information Officer, “without the need for Microsoft SQL Server 

Integration Services (SSIS) or SQL Server Analysis Services (SSAS) and a huge 

development team.”
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TECHNICAL OVERVIEW:  
MORE DATA SOURCES, MORE RAPIDLY

“The latest enhancements to our data source architecture is a big step forward,”  

explains Damien Zwillinger, ZAP’s Director of Product Management. “We are  

committed to releasing more data sources more rapidly, and this architecture  

allows us to push them to every ZAP 7.5 customer instantly, in real-time. Our plan  

is to release new data sources every month.”

“It has become the norm for many customers to report not just from one or two data 

sources but from four or five, which brings with it its own integration and reporting 

challenges. Many of those systems are cloud services and, unlike on-premises  

applications, they are frequently updated and might introduce breaking changes. 

Our new data source architecture better protects us and our customers from this  

as it can also push updates to existing data sources, therefore being more reactive 

to changes and not requiring software hotfixes.”

“I am very excited about our roadmap for new data sources, which is aligned  

with recent investments in the ZAP Data gateway and a continued focus on  

data management”.

“We are  
committed to 
releasing more 
data sources 
more rapidly…”
Damien Zwillinger, 
ZAP’s Director of  
Product Management
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START SCREENS

Also new to ZAP 7.5 is the Start Page: an entry point or doorway into the world of  

ZAP and data management and analytics in general. On the Start Page, users will 

see new, dynamically-served videos, tutorials and tips, designed to help businesses 

unlock the maximum potential value from their data, and reduce time to value on  

their investment.

“One area of a business may be convinced that they need to get the wider  

organisation on board with being data- and insight-focussed,” explains ZAP’s Bill 

Tennant, VP Sales. “But they may need to convince other departments, and help them 

become active data-based decision makers. And the rich multimedia content on the 

Start Page addresses this.” 

“Going one stage further, such self-service user enablement decreases IT department 

workload. Users can self-teach and troubleshoot for themselves. It also allows users 

to improve their data insight capabilities proactively, increasing ROI and time to value.”

For more information visit: www.zapbi.com 
Get in touch: info@zapbi.com © ZAP BI All rights reserved. 


